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DEAR READER, 
The European retail real estate industry is yet again facing serious changes. The flow in the big 
developers’ development pipelines is decreasing significantly. New developments of conven-
tional shopping centers in Central and Eastern Europe are in short supply; we believe that this 
trend will even intensify. Zoning decisions for straight forward retail projects are getting harder 
and harder to obtain on the continent. Retail space per capita seems to have reached its upper 
limit. The former lessor market is gradually turning into a lessee market. Even the needs and 
standards of today’s European consumers differ substantially from those of the past.

But how does the industry react to these distortions? The line of approach is obvious: the  
guiding principle of major developers is to move away from properties that are used exclusively 
for retail purposes and towards mixed-use projects. It is peak season for these mixed-used  
approaches. The industry tries to meet the requirements of this new reality with a mix of living, 
working, shopping, leisure, and entertainment. Public spaces are discovered, conquered,  
utilized, and managed. Multifunctional buildings and open spaces reflect our time’s changing 
life conditions. The “new way” seems promising, as several highly successful projects, which 
were realized in the recent past, already prove.

We are not ignoring this trend either. After numerous internal and external discussions, we  
decided to substantially expand the scope of our reporting. More retail, more leisure, more  
gastronomy, more mixed-use, and more placemaking is what we are aiming for in 2020 and the 
years to come. Therefore “ACROSS – The European Retail Real Estate Magazine“ has now  
become “ACROSS – The European Retail Real Estate and Placemaking Magazine“ to publicly 
reflect our editorial evolution.

We are confident that this step will enable us to inform you even more comprehensively and 
precisely about the events and trends of the retail real estate and retail industry.

With this in mind, I would like to wish you a very successful and exciting 2020. I am looking  
forward to hearing from you and reading your suggestions..  
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Millennials Dominate  .......................  6
Commentary by Jean-Christophe Bretxa

2020 in Cinemas ................................  7
Commentary by Christof Papousek

An Initial Review of the Retuna  
Shopping and Upcycling Park  ......... 10
Commentary by Anna Bergström

How Active Asset Management 
Boosts Footfall and Spending  ........ 12
Commentary by Maximilian Ludwig

Key Trends for the Retail Real Estate 
Industry in 2020  .............................. 14
Commentary by João Correia de Sampaio

Mall of Tripla  .................................... 16 
October 17, 2019 marked the opening of 
YIT’s major project, which is comprised of 
Mall of Tripla, a parking garage, and Pasila 
station in Helsinki 

Second Edition of “ACROSS Retail 
Talks“  ..............................................  74
The theme in Cannes on November 12, 
2019 was “There is life in the old dog yet… 
Why retail will continue to play an impor-
tant role in our future lives”

New Impulses for the “Customer 
Journey”  ..........................................  76
From January 24 to 28, 2020, Christmas-
world is focusing its product range on the 
success factor customer-experience at the 
point of sale. Together with the Institute  
for Retail Research in Cologne, the Retail 
Boulevard 2020 will focus on the 'customer 
journey' by illustrating the steps towards 
the purchasing impulse and good customer 
relationships in different stores

Mipim  ..............................................  78
The international market for real estate 
professionals takes place from March 10 
to 13, 2020, as usual in Cannes

Lola Bañón  ......................................  24 
Carrefour Property Spain, a real estate  
subsidiary of the Carrefour Group,  
appointed Lola Bañón as CEO

Man of the Year  ..............................  36
Amancio Ortega Gaona—The fashion  
entrepreneur without any affectations

Waiting for the Big Crash?  .............  38
The retail real estate industry is looking  
toward 2020 with cautious optimism.  
Uncertainties remain, however

Moscow’s New Playground  ............  28 
Dream Island will be Russia's first and  
Europe’s largest indoor theme park, with 
the first phase scheduled to open in the 
first quarter of 2020. Architects Chapman 
Taylor developed the masterplan for this 
project

A Village for the World  ....................  30
The small Austrian village of Parndorf is 
known all over the world, from the UK to 
China. The outlet location’s rapid develop-
ment staggers Parndorf’s residents and 
consumers alike. But what will the future 
hold?

A Quick Tour of France’s First  
Shopping Center  ............................  34
Altarea Cogedim’s Cap3000, which is  
located in the vicinity of Nice, is celebrat-
ing its 50th anniversary. The center has 
recently been expanded by 70,000 sq m, 
and a high-end area featuring 30 premium 
and luxury shops is due to open in 2020

The Power of Greenery in Malls  ....  54
After quite a difficult time in Europe,  
when the main objective of the managers 
of most shopping centers was to try to  
sell every square meter of commercial 
space to tenants, including areas within 
shopping arcades, things are, in my  
opinion, back on track—the green track

Marketing During the Construction 
Phase  ..............................................  58
Union Investment, owner of Hamburg’s 
Quarree Wandsbek, is investing roughly
40 million euros in the refurbishment of 
the mall. Extensive construction work
is scheduled to be completed by the  
end of 2020, which, inevitably, will have
an impact on ongoing operations. Center 
Manager Frank Klüter, from Sierra
Germany GmbH, and Britta Finke, from 
lead agency 21Media, explain the
Situation

E-Mobility and Retail Real Estate -  
A New Match Made in Heaven?  .....  50 
The opportunities offered by e-charging 
infrastructure encompass a wider range 
of aspects than one might think

Bringing Local Flavors to the  
Plate  .................................................62 
HMSHost International currently operates 
in 19 countries around the globe. Although 
the company has an international scope,  
it has never lost sight of local culture and 
cuisine, which has allowed to think globally 
and act locally. As a result, alongside lead-
ing international brands, local concepts 
and restaurants can be found at the air-
ports, shopping centers, and train stations 
in which the company operates

Upgrading the Existing Portfolio  ....72 
Ingka Centres’ !7.3 billion investment to 
transform its business remains on track— 
with particular emphasis on sustainability 
and innovation

Joining Forces on a Project in  
Krakow ..............................................65 
Cracovia Outlet is set to become the only 
new fashion and lifestyle center in the  
Polish city. Peakside Capital and the KG 
Group have recently reached an agree-
ment on this matter. ROS Retail Outlet 
Shopping has been appointed as the  
management company

Taking a Look at Germany’s First  
Urban Outlet Center ........................66 
The third construction stage of designer 
outlets Wolfsburg was completed in  
October 2018. This shopping destination 
serves all those who work nearby, all  
visiting for the day, and everyone who just 
wants to enjoy a meal in a lively atmos-
phere with additional restaurant options 
like “Frittenwerk” or “Dean and David”
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